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Forthcoming Papers 
FREDERICK J. BELTLER. The Operator Theory of the Pseudo-Inverse. I. Bounded 
Operators. 
FREDERICK J. BEUTLER. The Operator Theory of the Pseudo-Inverse. II. Unbounded 
Operators with Arbitrary Range. 
P. M. ANSELONE and J. GONZALEZ-FERNANDEZ. Uniformly Convergent Approximate 
Solutions of Fredholm Integral Equations. 
ALEERTO RAUL GALMARINO and RAFAEL PANZONE. LP-Spaces with Mixed Norm, for 
PA Sequence. 
SHMUHL KANIEL. On the Dirichlet Problem for Homogeneous Elliptic Operators 
with Constant Coefficients. 
CALVIN II. WILCOX. The Asymptotic Behavior of Wave Packets in Relativist& 
Scattering Theory. 
J. II. BRAMELE and L. E. PAYNE. Some Converses of Mean Value Theorems in the 
Theory of Elasticity. 
CARGO CERCIGNANI. Plane Couette Flow According to the Method of Elementary 
Solutions. 
J. GANI. On the Age-Distribution of Replaceable Ranked Elements. 
M. ROSENBLATT. Products of Independent Identically Distributed Stochastic 
Matrices. 
Suzo UENO. A Probabilistic Approach for Scattering of Light in Slab Geometry-I. 
H. J. KUSHNER. On Stochastic Extremum Problems. Part One: Calculus. 
CHANDLER DhvIS. The Rotation of Eigenvectors by a Perturbation; II. 
ROY M. GUNDERSEN. Hydromagnetic Simple Wave Flow in Nonuniform Ducts. II. 
H. J. KUSHNER. On the Stochastic Maximum Principle: Fixed Time of Control. 
D. C. STICKLER. Bounds for the Solution of the Linear Self-Adjoint Second Order 
Differential Equation. 
A. JEFFREY. The Formation of Magnetoacoustic Shocks. 
FRANK KOZIN. On Relations between Moment Properties and Almost Sure Lyapunov 
Stability for Linear Stochastic Systems. 
I. I. HIRSCHMAN, Jr. Finite Sections of Wiener-Hopf Equations and Szego Polynomials. 
RICHARD DATKO. A General Bang-Bang Principle and Bang-Bang Approximations. 
